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# Jun 03, 2019 #1

 

A month ago the islands that dot the lochs on Rannoch Moor looked drab and
austere. Today, touched by Spring, their birches have burst back into life, with
bright leaves dancing on the chee�ul May breeze. This is that brief, bewitching
time before the land is claimed by the midges, a �eeting window of oppo�unity
when we can explore, play, sit or doze unmolested. It’s a time of optimism; the
sunshine and fair forecast made it hard not to smile and get excited about the
adventure that lay ahead. It’s a time of easy living, when camping alongside the wild
blue waters is as good as it gets. 

Rannoch Moor was not our �rst choice for the May trip this year. A�er a minute
search of our maps and Google Ea�h, James and I had found a place where
passing canoes would be a rare sight indeed. We had constructed a potential
circuit with a varied collection of lochans and channels, separated by feasible
carries. But then we noticed that the satellite images we were looking at were
taken in 2005. In more recent pictures things looked very di�erent. Pristine
heathery hills had been bulldozed through with access roads concrete installations
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heathery hills had been bulldozed through with access roads, concrete installations
laid and a hydro installed. Several deer fences now crossed our intended route. The
�ame of the wild which once blazed here has been all but extinguished. For many,
the proliferation of small-scale hydros, seemingly more concerned with generating
subsidies than electricity, is seen as a national scandal. Proponents shamelessly
exploit the green energy bandwagon and exaggerate the power generated;
absentee investors reap the rewards, leaving the rest of us to live with the scars,
and mourn what once was. Fi�een years ago this scheme was turned down on
environmental grounds following a public enquiry. The value of the natural world is

diminishing, it seems. Our enthusiasm for this route cooled at the thought of
paddling amidst a post-apocalyptic landscape, so we turned our a�ention
elsewhere. 

We are losing the Wild. Every year there is less, and what remains is increasingly
hard won. Intent on an elemental experience, we decided to re-visit a place where
wildness is, for the time being at least, still available in almost full measure. 

 

“A wearier-looking dese� a man never saw” 

This is how Robe� Louis Stevenson thought of Rannoch Moor. It has also been
described as a place of “treacherous mires, boulder-strewn moorland, complete
lack of shelter, and exposure to winds and rain”. This is quite close to the mark, but
these descriptions miss one thing; on a calm, sunlit May day, the moor can also be
a place of unrivalled magni�cence, a vast sweep of heather fringed by eye-
catching peaks, a place with an overwhelming sense of space where the spirit
spirals up to join the eagles. 

Five years ago, Sue and I decided to explore the thin blue line leading out onto the
M f h l ll d N h W A f L h L id ll d All
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Moor from the less-travelled No�h-West Arm of Loch Laidon, a stream called Allt
Lochan Gaineamhach. We paddled, tracked, waded and po�aged westward,
always under the spectre of reaching a dead-end and becoming stranded. That
feeling was what made the trip so memorable when we �nally found a way
through. On reaching Lochan Gaineamhach, the source of the stream, we had
struck out south-west to the A82, leaving some fu�her lochans and channels
unexplored. This time we thought we might push on fu�her, if we could. 

 

The camaraderie of the canoe?  

Surely I cannot be the only one who gets excited when I pass fellow paddlers on the
road with car-topped canoes travelling to or returning from an adventure. In
between trying to convince ourselves that the water levels in passing rivers were
reasonable, we kept a tally of the number of canoes we saw in transit. On the drive
no�h up the M6, I noticed a car in my mirror with canoe atop closing in on us. It
pulled in behind, almost under the shadow of the blue canoe on our own roof, and
followed us for some distance. Kindred spirits surely, enjoying our li�le convoy,
each of us imagining where the other might be bound. Then the other driver
sta�ed to accelerate past and we turned with a grin and enthusiastic wave. The

https://flic.kr/p/2g7Tajv
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sta�ed to accelerate past and we turned with a grin and enthusiastic wave. The
couple in the other car just looked straight ahead, no sign whatsoever of
acknowledgement or recognition. Mr&Mrs Chee�ul. The grins died on our faces.
So much for the camaraderie of the canoe. 

A�er the drive up, we were aiming for an overnight stop at an accommodating
gravelly pull-o�, close to Rannoch Station, that Sue and I had used last time. We
arrived to �nd it bouldered o� and inaccessible, a legacy of the Motor Home
invasion, we imagined. We managed to squeeze o� the road a mile or so fu�her

on, and James went back to fetch water from a stream near the forbidden lay-by.
Whilst �lling up our containers he espied the top of a small tent discreetly pitched
very close by. A gentleman emerged from the tent, and completely unaware of
James, dropped his trousers uncomfo�ably close to the stream. Clearly there is
some truth in the old Sco�ish proverb: one man’s piss is another man’s po�age. 

Life at the frontier 

A�er the isolation of the �nal stretch of road up from Loch Rannoch, Rannoch
Station arrived as something of a shock. It was buzzing with activity. We suddenly
found ourselves pa� of an impromptu gathering of coast-to-coast walkers,
mountain bikers, overseas visitors, taxis, and even that demon of the single-track
road traveller, a bin lorry. Every so o�en the scene was fu�her enlivened by the
clacking of an approaching train and the promise of new faces. It’s good to see that
business is booming here. We assembled our gear on the “green”, strapped the
wheels onto the canoe and set o� trolleying down to the water, still about a qua�er
of a mile distant. 

One American visitor introduced himself as a fellow a canoe tripper, with ambition
to walk across the Moor; he liked our alternative approach. We cha�ed brie�y
about canoes and Minnesota and Ontario. He came down to the loch, waited until
we had loaded up, then waved us o�. His pa�ing bon voyage wish of “Have a great
trip!”, delivered in a strong American accent, somehow gave our trip an extra touch
of authenticity, linked us more �rmly to the spiritual home of canoeing.  

Our faith in the camaraderie of the canoe community somewhat restored, we
paddled out onto Loch Laidon under a glorious blue sky and into a fresh breeze. It
was one of those side head winds that both impedes you and spins you round
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was one of those side-head winds that both impedes you and spins you round,
regardless of how you adjust your trim. We tamed it with some same-side
paddling, but still those four miles to where we turned o� the standard Rannoch
Moor route seemed like eight. Our change of direction into the No�h-West Arm
conve�ed the breeze to a more manageable headwind. 

The Barrens of the Canadian No�h is a desolate area beyond the tree line. This
de�nition is also rather apt for the region were were about to enter, a�er a fashion.

Loch Laidon has its own treeline, and the Moor lies beyond it. On the no�h shore of
the loch the trees come to an abrupt end. A�er this, except on some of the islands,
trees are absent. In fact in the hea� of the moor, as far as we could see there were
just two trees, both of which turned out to be quite signi�cant. The feeling of
remoteness was intensi�ed when, passing the tree-line, we quietly slipped out of
phone reception. 

The No�h-West Arm of Loch Laidon has a wild aspect and you get your �rst real
taste of the boulder-�lled water that is characteristic of the lochs on the Moor. The
bowperson’s major role changes from power to vigilance. The glaciers didn’t hold
back here with their scraping and scouring. It’s a wonder that there is a loose
boulder le� anywhere else in Scotland—they all seem to have been collected here. 

We reached the place where the loch narrows right down. It is one of those places
where it is di�cult to discern the way through. The Moor had closed right in around
us giving an apparent dead-end, a dash of mystery, and a moment’s unce�ainty
that we were even in the right place. This is where the adventure really sta�s. I had
only a dim memory of this spot from my last visit, but suddenly the banks pa�ed
and I recognised a li�le passage with water �owing against us. It was here that we
�rst really appreciated that conditions were less favourable than last time. There
were far more rocks and far less water. There was no way we could punt the loaded
canoe through like we did �ve years ago, which was a shame because �nding a
complex way upstream without unloading or li�ing has to be one of my favourite
aspects of canoe travel. However, we could make progress by unloading our two
main packs onto a rock and pulling the canoe through heeled over.  
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The river across the Moor gets o� to a promising sta�.... 

The loch opened out again and before long we could see the sta� of our river
running out across the Moor. The Allt Lochan Gaineamhach is wide, deep and
canal-like, and stretches out as far as you can see. You have a moment of wild
fantasy here—perhaps it will continue like this right across the Moor giving an easy
passage, the mountains and glacial debris dri�ing by as you lazily dip your paddle
blade. This is a dangerous delusion to be quelled as soon as possible, to lessen the
discouraging impact of what will surely follow. And sure enough before too long a
barrier of boulders comes into view, where a complete unload (decharge) is
inevitable. 

https://flic.kr/p/2g7QsFs
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.... it doesn't last 

 

https://flic.kr/p/2g7Qsr4
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Frequent drinks and factor 50 

From here it was a question of paddling progressively sho�er deep sections until
the next set of boulders, then a semi- or total decharge to get across. It was hot
work under the full sun. Paddling gradually merged into wading, up to the point

where po�aging was the quickest option and we took fully to dry land. The
concept of “dry land” might seem out of place on Rannoch Moor which is
renowned for its near liquid nature. But clearly the sun had been at work here for
some li�le time. Lichens were now li�ing o� the boulders in crumbly sheets and
most of the infamous quaking bogs gave barely a wobble.  

 

We became immersed in a world of intense blueness above, and sun-sparkling
water below, broiling heat, thirst, and sheer space. At one point I found myself on
one side of the river with the canoe, whilst James was on the other side with the
paddles. I palm-paddled across. The water felt cool and refreshing. We were
constantly dipping the stream for water, which James zapped with his Steripen.  

https://flic.kr/p/2g7Qsxw
https://flic.kr/p/2g7QrST
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I was on the lookout for the Barrens Sofa, a sloping rock where Sue and I had made
our �rst camp last time. It was one of the few landmarks by which we could judge
our progress. We never reached it. We were travelling more slowly, with less
paddling and more carrying. Eventually we stopped for the night at a pleasant spot
by the river, where we set up the tent and arranged our gear in that joyful,
e�o�less way that you do when conditions are just pe�ect.  

https://flic.kr/p/2g7QrKt
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Sue reclining on the Barrens Sofa on our previous trip 

The ultimate bushcra� challenge 

It all happened so quickly. One second the toilet roll stood on a rock by the water,
then in a shockingly irreversible instant, splash, it fell and absorbed several times its
own weight of river. 

https://flic.kr/p/2g7TqCY
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Drying out a toilet roll in the great outdoors is a challenge that makes friction
�relighting seem like a playgroup activity. But we had an interest in achieving this
because Nature’s own washroom accessory, sphagnum moss, had baked in the sun
to a steel wool-like abrasiveness. Over the next few days our roll was to be found
atop a paddle �ying like a �ag in the breeze, using a mounting in a way that GoPro
never envisaged, or next to the embers of our �re. It dried very slowly, from the
outside, but fo�unately at a rate that just about kept pace with demand. 

 

Our combined water �lter stand and drying rack 

Our choice of food was based on the usual cool and cloudy Sco�ish experience.
The hot sun threw our plans awry. Our cheese was becoming sweaty and our
margarine unstable. We switched to warm weather mode and placed our food tubs
in the river whenever possible, and stood our packs, black sides away from the sun,
in any scrap of shade we could �nd.  

We became convinced that the water level in the stream was visibly dropping
because of the drought conditions. This was very reminiscent of recent trips on the
Kingie and Bran rivers, where we had to hasten to get through whilst there was still
water enough to �oat us. We just hoped there would still be some trickle le� in the
morning. 

https://flic.kr/p/2g7Qrom
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Just a few yards away from the tent ran a dry stream channel in the peat choked
with stumps of the old Rannoch Forest. If we were camped here 4000 years ago,
we would have been lost from view inside the trees, travelling a river winding
through the Scots Pines. The descent from dense forest into parched blanket bog
is a chilling reminder of the e�ects of climate change, and of what the future holds
for us.  

James returned from a foray into one of the damper areas of bog. At one point he

had sunk in, and his foot had come out again minus its Croc. If you have ever
played Rannoch Moor Lucky Dip, you will appreciate that it is not quite as much fun
as you might imagine, but eventually the Croc was retrieved. 

I don’t know how long it had been dry here, but the whole moor looked like it could
easily go up in �ames. We were extremely careful with our stove, especially in
clearing all the loose, wispy purple moorgrass strands well out of the way, mindful
of the disastrous Roaches �re back at home. But despite the dry conditions, the
ground was still alive with frogs. Perhaps we were witnessing a mass migration in
search of water; perhaps they were just taking things in their stride, con�dent that
the storms would soon return. 

 

Fire precautions 

https://flic.kr/p/2g7QFQM
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Duel in the Sun 

Today was going to be mainly a po�age day, and the baking hot conditions and
complete lack of shade ensured that it would be memorable. But we had planned
these carries and knew that the key is to work to a system. We had got the weight
of our main packs down to 15kg by judicious choice of gear and extensive use of
our dehydrator. This, together with new padded so� yokes in the canoe, meant that
we were good for several miles. Having travelled this route before, I was clued up
on navigation in this very featureless terrain. We broke the po�ages down into 15
minute stages. This roughly corresponds to the half-mile poses of the Voyageurs, a
distance arrived at over the centuries as the optimum balance of exe�ion, rest and
psychology. It is sho� enough not to over-face you mentally or become
monotonous, but long enough that you aren’t forever stopping and sta�ing. With
the time taken for snacks and changeovers, it gives a fairly predictable half-mile
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per hour, which is a useful �gure when planning your route. Our bright yellow
O�lieb packs acted as the pe�ect stage markers, highly visible in the monochrome
vastness of the Moor. We kept the gear organised at the various stage depots to
lessen the chance of losing things, which is a real risk over long multistage carries. 

By now we were fully absorbed into the enveloping vastness of the moor,
submerged amidst the endless waves of heather, piecing together deer paths and
areas as free from tussocks and so� bits as possible, following the line of the rocky

pools that had once been a stream, now expired under the glare of the sun.  

It was mid morning before we passed Barren’s Sofa rock; so we now knew that we
were travelling considerably slower than Sue and I did last time, mainly because of
the lower water level. The moor was beginning to feel larger, the far side fu�her
away. But the po�age system was working; we were upbeat—just keep working
the system and we will get through. Sho�ly a�er, we came to a deep inlet underlain
by a worryingly yielding sediment where we had to return the canoe to the water to
ferry everything across.  

 

The only really unmistakeable landmark along the entire length of the stream is The
Island, a detached diamond-shaped o�-cut of moor about 60 yards long. A tree
has the temerity to poke its head up nearby, a plant magni�ed almost to the point
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of celebrity by the state of sensory deprivation the traveller is in at this point.
Isolated trees are o�en the focus of animal tracks, clearly as useful as navigation
points to deer and sheep as they are to us. As if primed by the sight of this tree, we
became aware of another away in the distance. This one is truly signi�cant
because, although you would never guess it from here, it stands alongside a
shimmering sheet of water, the �rst sign that the moor is sta�ing to yield. 

Two more stages brought us to the tree and a gli�ering blue lochan that looked to

all the world like a li�le slice of paradise. In fact it is anything but. 

[Continued]

þ Quote ǃ Share
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The Siren Pool 

 

The Siren Pool Tree 

Like a Siren of the moors, this pre�y li�le pool tempts you in, and when you are
ensnared, reveals its true male�cence. I remembered this place from last time; a
troubled passage with the submerged weed clawing and sucking menacingly at

ø
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the canoe. Five years ago we just made it through. This time we didn’t. We got
stuck pa�way and had to backtrack a couple of times and strike o� in a di�erent
direction. No ma�er what we tried, we just couldn’t get to the western in�ow of the
lochan, and in the end were happy to just get o� anywhere at all. We were
reminded of our vulnerability; there were only the two of us, with no backup. The
weed is vi�ually invisible from the banks so you set out con�dently, but if you got
stuck out in the middle you would be in a bad way. The weed rises out of sludge
accumulated over millennia and of indeterminate depth. A paddle stuck in is
extremely di�cult to withdraw because of suction. The nightmare scenario is to

overbalance and go in head �rst; momentum would drive you down into the gloop;
no known force would get you out again. I half expected to see pairs of feet
protruding from the water.  

We made our second camp just beyond Siren Pool, in sight of our immediate target,
Lochan Gaineamhach. Again the conditions were just pe�ect—sunny, dry and
midge free, and with a view to kill for. As the terrain was not exactly up to Camping
and Caravanning Club standard, we used the ground-up method of pitching the
tent—lay sleeping mats on the ground, lie on them for �ve minutes and shu�e to
�nd the most comfo�able place, then erect the tent over them. Our �nal choice
was pre�y reasonable—a�er I had lanced a pa�icularly troublesome tussock with
my bushsaw. 

 

Laying the foundations for a comfo�able night 
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With the meal eaten and washing-up done, we sat back to enjoy the spectacular
sunset over the mountains, and discuss our route options from here onwards. 

The crossing of the moor was taking longer than we had expected and the various
water courses were becoming increasingly dry. It was now clear that the extended
route westwards was not in a condition that would make it either very interesting or
much fun. If we pushed onwards, the various streams and channels we had wanted
to explore, we would probably be exploring on foot. In light of this, we took the
decision to head south a�er Lochan Gaineamhach and make for the road, just as
we had done last time.  

Jewel in the sun 
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Boulder spo�ing on Loch Gaineamhach 

Next morning, a straigh�orward ten-minute carry took us to Lochan Gaineamhach.
I missed the excitement of paddling through the narrow channel and popping out
into open water like I did last time, but at least today the lochan looked at its
glowing blue best, an absolute jewel. Back then it had been grey and sullen. When I
chose the colour for my canoe, this was the moment I was waiting for; the boat
slo�ed pe�ectly in to complete the colour-coordinated scene, as if into a space
that had been waiting speci�cally for it to arrive. My usual canoe is still awaiting
repairs, so we had chosen another from the �eet for this trip, but no ma�er, they
are all the same colour—Sco�ish Loch Blue. 
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My canoe reaches its spiritual home 

From this point, we took a compass bearing to bring us to the nearest point of the
road. The terrain here is rather inscrutable, bordering on unfathomable, with hidden
valleys and hillocks that all look the same, with few features to steer by. But
although the ground itself is rather featureless, the circle of peaks on the horizon
make it pa�icularly easy to pick a distant sighting point to navigate to. Two po�age
stages, broken by a lunch stop at a welcome shade-giving rock, led us up to the
road.  
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The Li�le Buachaille, a useful landmark boulder on the po�age up to the road 

 

The tarmac trail 
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Trolleying along the A82 is not pa�icularly pleasant. Some drivers are considerate,

some aren’t. James got as close to examining the paintwork of a Jenkinson Forest
Products truck as he ever wishes to. There is not a lot of spare room, especially
when rolling alongside the crash barriers, so for safety I walked someway behind
the canoe with my orange buoyancy aid draped over my pack. From Rannoch Moor
Summit you are treated to an enticing view of Loch Ba and its companions. The
spring green of the trees on the islands set against the intense blue of the water
made it look more like a holiday destination than one of the most desolate and
windswept moors in the country.  

 

Loch Ba 

It took us one and a qua�er hours to reach the track leading down to the water’s
edge. At the loch, a convenient pull-o� from the road was clearly a favourite halt
for passing coaches, which shed hoards of mainly Chinese teenagers, to revel in
the sunshine on borrowed time, before the wind and rain reclaim the Moor. Of
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equal interest to the visitors as the sensational view out across the water seemed
to be their iPhones, which were popping out in swarms, for now we had slipped
unobtrusively back into an area of reception. 

Homeward bound 

 

Loch Ba is always interesting and today the lower water level made it even more so.
James in the bow was fully absorbed in navigating us around the monsters of the
deep. It was less apparent than usual whether ce�ain channels would be passable,
and a delight when unexpected twists and turns revealed that they were. We found
a campsite that just has to be world class and got ready for another night out in
conditions that you can usually only dream about. We lit a �are-up-and-ember �re
for toasting bagels, swam in the loch and I hunted around and photographed some
�owers I didn’t recognise, for identifying later. We camped on billiard table �at tu�
overlying sand, which looked absolutely text book, but was actually nowhere near
as comfo�able as rougher-looking springy heather. The place took on an air of
coziness as the sun went down over the mountains, the horizon reddened and the
dusk se�led around us. Black-throated divers called out over the water. Pe�ect. 
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Next morning I contemplated our �re circle. Opinions on �re circles di�er, but mine
is that you should leave things as if Nature had never been disturbed. But ge�ing
stones back into an arrangement on the sand that looks totally natural is not
completely straigh�orward; Nature is so subtly random. I felt a challenge coming
on. I reasoned that it would be similar to making a Zen rock garden, which is based
on the ancient a� of ishi wo tateru koto. I a�empted to sit in a lotus position which
seemed an appropriate place to sta�. There are strict rules to this a�, which if not
followed will lead to misfo�une; quite a responsibility. I tried my best to achieve
Suteishi by thinking harmonious thoughts and balancing running with chasing

stones, and leaning stones with suppo�ing ones, then naturalised the sand with a
sprig of heather. I sat back and admired my handiwork. When James came over he
simply said “It’s gone!” It seems tough doing all that work for absolutely no visible
result, but I guess that’s the point. I think it’s called living on a higher plane. 

 

Leaving no trace makes the Ea�h happy 

I helped pack up and load the canoe in a heightened state of consciousness a�er
my Japanese adventure and we set out again eastwards. Loch Ba narrows in a
couple of places where we had to unload the packs to get through. The boulders
seemed to have been pushed aside in places to make channels, a favourite trick of
the Voyageurs. 
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Just add water 

 

Abhainn Ba, the river back down to Loch Laidon, had been reduced to a stone
chute. It looked like a swathe of giant river granules had been poured in a dry mix
across the moor. We needed no fu�her encouragement to po�age, so set out
compass-aimed at a pa�icular bump on the horizon with the canoe alo�. Dragging
your canoe would be far harder than po�aging here. Personally, I really dislike
dragging; it makes things more di�cult and tiring, risks damaging my boat and
scu�s up the environment. 

James is an inventive soul. Up front for the canoe carries, he developed his “rib
compass” by aligning the shadow of the canoe on the ground with a pa�icular rib
on the canoe so that we could travel in a straight line across yet another featureless
piece of moorland. At po�age depots, it is good to position the canoe and packs
somewhere where you can see them at a distance and so have something to aim
for on return journeys. But still care is needed. When returning for the canoe on
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one of the two po�age stages needed to reach Loch Laidon, I became aware that
James was veering markedly away from the course I was on and we had become
widely separated on the moor. It turned out that he had been heading for a canoe-
shaped rock. 

 

Po�aging through Rannoch Forest 

Return to Loch Laidon 

We had joked all along that the headwind we had encountered on Loch Laidon
would have swung around and so still be a headwind on the return journey. And so
it was. We decided to paddle down the loch to within easy distance of the get-out
point before camping in case the wind freshened fu�her. We set a course for a
pa�icularly enticing looking sandy point in the blue distance. The headwind did
present us with one compensation, though. We saw a pair of deer on a ridge next
to the water that didn’t scent or hear us because of the wind. We got very close
before they noticed us, then they climbed away up the ridge in pe�ect silhoue�e.
Unforge�able. The nearer we got to the sandy point the be�er it looked, and when
we �nally pulled out onto the beach it was as if we had landed on a South Sea isle.
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The idyll was tarnished slightly when we sta�ed coming across the detritus le� by
previous visitors, but once cleaned up, the site was as handsome as any I have
camped at. 
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I have never come across so much lost or abandoned gear as on this trip, almost
literally enough stu� to make a complete ou�it, especially if combined with the
in�atable canoe and paddle I found on previous trips. The prize of my collection at
home is a genuine gold-coloured Hilleberg tent peg—which probably cost nearly as
much as my tent. 

 

This was one of the few trips where I didn’t �nd a tent peg 

We did our best to load as much rubbish into the boat as we could manage, then
set o� for the �nal stage of our journey. The headwind was not giving a single inch,
right up to the �nal slipway, so we were very happy we hadn’t le� more distance for
our �nal day. 

______________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________

On the drive home, we espied a car with two green canoes on the roof coming
towards us, heading no�h; we waved and this time got an enthusiastic wave and
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grin in return. So it looks like the camaraderie of the canoe is alive and well a�er all.
We broke our journey at Mo�a� and went into our favourite cafe for a celebratory
�sh supper. The a�raction here is that the po�ions of �sh usually overhang the
table, and we were not disappointed this time. 

We felt that we had got a full dose of Wild with this trip, under near-pe�ect
conditions. I was especially pleased that James had got to experience the fair face
of canoe tripping a�er his rather damp and dreary introduction last Autumn in

Inverpolly. 

Graham 
James

þ Quote

Graham 
 
Moosehead Canoes 
 
Sco�ish Canoe Routes

ǃ Share

Mal Grey

{{ 24K24K

ŏŏ 1,0591,059
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# Jun 03, 2019 #3

Just wonde�ul Graham, beautiful description that had me hooked from the sta�,
when I should have been doing my expenses. You've pe�ectly captured the wilds
of Rannoch Moor, beauty in a "bleak" landscape, a place I have yet to take the
canoe to, but have touched its edges on foot. Amazing how in a place considered
by many to be a wasteland of bogs, one of the biggest problems is rocks... 
 
Smiled at the loo roll episode. 
 
The only thing I'm not u�erly jealous of is the A82 Po�age. I'd rather carry my
canoe down the Chasm of Doom than wheel it along that road. Possibly the most
dangerous "crossing" in paddling history! Not sure how you could avoid it and still
do a circular route. 
 
Shane about the mess in the last camp, why anybody would abandon a full Trangia
set is beyond me. Well, abandoning anything is beyond my comprehension, if you
carried it in, carry it out... 
 
Your stories continue to inspire mate, keep it up!

þ Quote

Paddler,blogger,camper,pyromaniac: 
 
Blog: Wilderness is a State of Mind 
 
Paddle Points - where to paddle

ø

� Like ǃ Share

Gordon

G
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{{ 1,0391,039

ŏŏ 174174

# Jun 03, 2019 #4

Brilliantly wri�en and inspiring Graham. I've been across Loch Ba as a day-trip
before, and just last week was idly looking at a circular packra�ing route from
Bridge of Orchy via Ba Co�age, Loch Ba and Loch Laindon. A�er reading this blog
I'll have to make it happen.

þ Quote � Like

Gordon 
 
www.aphotographera�oat.co.uk 
 
www.no�hpeakphotography.co.uk

ø

ǃ Share

Bootstrap

Bob

{{ 2,3322,332

ŏŏ 9191

# Jun 03, 2019 #5

Excellent blog as usual. You must be running out of blue lines by now? 

Mal and Lynne keep trying to persuade Liz and I that we should do this route with
the Pirates at Easter but we keep resisting due to the amount of po�aging. A�er

ø
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p g p g g

this years po�age across Scotland that argument is losing momentum.  

When I see photos like this one however it just makes me want to be there. 

Aren't we doing 'The Chasm of Doom' next year?

þ Quote � Like

Bootstrap 

There's no such thing as inclement weather - you're just incorrectly dressed 

þ Mal Grey wrote:

The only thing I'm not u�erly jealous of is the A82 Po�age. I'd rather carry my canoe down the

Chasm of Doom than wheel it along that road. Possibly the most dangerous "crossing" in paddling

ǃ Share

Bananaboat

{{ 241241 ŏŏ 5353

# Jun 03, 2019 #6

Thanks for another great story. It brought back memories of my own trip across the
Moor in similar dry conditions. I remember running aground in water that should
have been 10 metres deep; in fact it was, except the rock directly under the boat! I
pa�icularly enjoyed your description of returning the �re circle back to nature.
There’s something about the randomness of nature that is hard to replicate.  
 
Mike

þ Quote � Like

ø

ǃ Share

tim

{{ 2,8042,804

ŏŏ 44
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# Jun 03, 2019 #7

A beautiful read, thanks Graham. 
Really enjoyed this.

þ Quote � Like

Cheers 
Tim  

 

SMpiratePaddles a Prospector

ø

ǃ Share

lowlander

{{ 4,2694,269

ŏŏ 9898

# Jun 03, 2019 #8

thanks for another amazing blog! this was a really nice evening read, with some fun
episodes and references. your writing and pictures are �rst class.  
when's the next one??

þ Quote � Like

ø

ǃ Share

MagiKelly

{{ 18K18K

ŏŏ 962962

# Jun 04, 2019 #9

Another superb blogg that both inspires me and reminds me what a lightweight I
am when it comes to tripping.

ø
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am when it comes to tripping.

þ Quote � Like

John

ǃ Share

Mal Grey
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ŏŏ 1,0591,059

# Jun 04, 2019 #10

I meant to comment fu�her on the replacement of the �re circle "naturally".
Whenever I've le� a camp spot where we'd had a �re, I am never quite happy with
the "arrangement" of the spot where the �re was, even though the actual �re is
completely gone. Its very hard to make things look natural. Our Easter trip was a
case in point, where a pre-ruined �re pit was there on arrival at one site (which
hadn't been there the previous year), and we tried to remove all trace. The resultant
grass/moss tu� moved from elsewhere may or may not root and help, and looked
far be�er than what was there, but didn't exactly look natural more like a toupe!
Still, we hoped that by doing that, the next to arrive would see that a �re pit should
be removed, but I bet there's a larger one there within the next year or two. 

ø

þ MagiKelly wrote:

Another superb blogg that both inspires me and reminds me what a lightweight I am when it

comes to tripping.
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Actually, the thing is you're NOT lightweight. You should follow the Pirates' example,
not Graham's, he makes it FAR too easy by actually travelling light. Not a bag of logs
in sight!!! There are levels of luxury below which a Pirate would never stoop, and
with the Crew, that's generally liquid luxury.

þ Quote � Like

Paddler,blogger,camper,pyromaniac: 
 
Blog: Wilderness is a State of Mind 

 
Paddle Points - where to paddle

ǃ Share

Pa�erdale

Paddler

{{ 1,4271,427
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# Jun 04, 2019 #11

I always look forward to your blogs and this did not disappoint.

þ Quote � Like

A ship should not ride on a single anchor, nor life on a single hope - Epictetus

ø

ǃ Share

Peter R

{{ 494494 ŏŏ 4040

# Jun 04, 2019 #12

Excellent stu�, really enjoyed it, Many thanks Graham. 
Peter

þ Q t � Lik

ø

ǃ Sh
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þ Quote � Like ǃ Share

elveys

{{ 2,7142,714 ŏŏ 1111

# Jun 04, 2019 #13

What a treat for dreary day down south. Your bloggs never disappoint.

þ Quote � Like

ø

ǃ Share

Simms

{{ 1,1191,119 ŏŏ 77

# Jun 05, 2019 #14

Great blog and pictures. Just a bit too remote for me.

þ Quote � Like

Simms .. 

ø
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MarkL
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# Jun 09, 2019 #15

I’ve been out with customers since this one was posted but saw it was there. I’ve

been waiting to get a gap at home and sit down for a proper read of it. I always look
forward to the Moosehead blogs.  

This one ce�ainly didn't disappoint. As others have said, it is an excellently related
tale of another classic trip entirely in the spirit of those who went before. So much
of the account rings bells and brings smiles that it’s not really possible to pick pa�s
out, other than ... 

I read this and felt the sad echoes of writings from Sig Olsen and others. It is
ce�ainly true that planning true “wilderness trips” is a di�cult process.  

Thanks Graham, really enjoyed it

þ Quote � Like

MarkL 
www.canoemassifcentral.com 
Open Canoe hire/ou�i�ing in the Massif Central 
â€&#157;We will make your trip workâ€&#157; 

ø

We are losing the Wild. Every year there is less, and what remains is increasingly hard won. Intent

on an elemental experience, we decided to re-visit a place where wildness is, for the time being at

least, still available in almost full measure.
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# Jun 09, 2019 #16

Thanks for all your kind comments, guys. 
 
Magikelly: I urge you to think very carefully before following the Pirates approach
to po�aging; do you really want to be that comfo�able in camp and have that
much fun? 
 
 
Mal: Well done for a�empting to re-wild the �re scar with a new skin of tu� and
moss. 
 
 
Near one of our camps on the Rannoch Moor trip was the mother of all �re pits - a
sunken area that had been cut down through lots of tree roots and had seating
room for about 10 people. 

ø
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The site came complete with a number of sawn-o� trees in the vicinity. I suspect
that this pit might be used by organised groups, and I fear therefore that the idea
that this type of vandalism is acceptable might be promoted. The Sco�ish Outdoor
Access Code speci�cally states (what serious outdoorspeople feel instinctively)

that all traces of �res must be removed. 
 
 
I know that some people favour the No�h American model of leaving �re circles
intact and tidy, with some kindling for the next travellers to come by. But this
convention has evolved in regions where camping places are more akin to o�cial
campsites (you are o�en allowed to camp only at these places). They are marked
on route maps, and see scores (or more) of visits per year. I don't think this system
translates to Scotland, except perhaps for the few really well travelled Canoe Trails.
Most trippers I know come to experience the country in as near a pristine state as
possible. 
 
 
The Outdoor Access Code places emphasis on promoting responsible behaviour,
so publicising repair of �re-scars, like Mal's, can only help.

þ Quote

Graham 
 
Moosehead Canoes 
 
Sco�ish Canoe Routes
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